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Azilon's web-based Analyzer Planner product is an interactive
process management solution for assessment, gap analysis and
ongoing compliance monitoring. It allows for decentralized audit
Intelligence gathering and centralized audit value management. The
solution is aimed towards creating a fully customized, re-usable
compliance solution that helps build a unified audit effort, guiding an
organization through their strategic goals and regulatory compliance
requirements. The Analyzer-Planner solution can be customized to
fit the structure of any regulated organization and can accommodate
multiple concurrent audits that are question/ answer based with
nested questions, multiple answer options and complex scoring
model.

Core Proposition
Analyzer Planner’s ability to provide management the means to view
and understand compliance progress and audit issues from multiple
perspectives, securely via the web, is one of its key unique strengths
and an essential part of its core value proposition. It allows
management to see the compliance progress both at the granular
level and at the enterprise level.

How Analyzer Planner Works
Analyzer Planner checks the compliance levels based on regulatory
definitions, provides comparisons of existing project progress with
best practice plans, and can be administered to a variety of business
units, external sites or entities. Information rolls up to an
organizational view of compliance levels and automatically updating
each time it is administered.
Analyzer Planner is secure, user-friendly, intuitive, and has a graphical
user interface with robust reporting options. It allows the audit
department to create audit element and a scoring model as per
regulatory or business requirement and assigns them to specific audit
users.
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Analyzer Planner consists of a concise array of elements addressing
each regulation or standard in details. The elements address the
complexity and inter-linkages of audit standards through inbuilt logic
and various conditional and multi-level element arrays. A value-added
feature is a base line project plan that automatically generates from
the product.

Features
Customizable web-based framework
Secured user access with built-in user privileges and roles
Extensive audit & audit activity tracking
Comprehensive help feature with linkages to specific & related
standards
Flexible document management
Administrative console for audit content (including scoring logic)
management
System driven baseline project plan
Robust reporting to view the score at audit level to element level
Graphical detail & executive report formats
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